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Dynamic RF Chain Selection for Energy Efficient
and Low Complexity Hybrid Beamforming in
Millimeter Wave MIMO Systems
Aryan Kaushik, John Thompson, Fellow, IEEE, Evangelos Vlachos, Member, IEEE,
Christos Tsinos, Member, IEEE, Symeon Chatzinotas, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel architecture with a
framework that dynamically activates the optimal number of
radio frequency (RF) chains used to implement hybrid beamforming in a millimeter wave (mmWave) multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) system. We use fractional programming
to solve an energy efficiency maximization problem and exploit
the Dinkelbach method (DM) based framework to optimize the
number of active RF chains and data streams. This solution is
updated dynamically based on the current channel conditions,
where the analog/digital (A/D) hybrid precoder and combiner
matrices at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively, are
designed using a codebook-based fast approximation solution
called gradient pursuit (GP). The GP algorithm shows less run
time and complexity while compared to the state of the art orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) solution. The energy and spectral
efficiency performance of the proposed framework is compared
with the existing state of the art solutions such as the brute force
(BF), the digital beamformer and the analog beamformer. The
codebook-free approaches to design the precoders and combiners
such as alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and
singular value decomposition (SVD) based solution are also shown
to be incorporated into the proposed framework to achieve better
energy efficiency performance.
Keywords—RF chain selection, energy efficiency optimization,
low complexity, hybrid precoding and combining, millimeter wave
MIMO, 5G wireless.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE emerging advanced consumer devices and developed
communication systems have resulted in ever-increasing
demands on bandwidth and capacity. For instance, Cisco’s
annual report suggests that mobile video traffic is expected
to generate 74% of the global mobile data traffic by 2020 [1].
The microwave frequency spectrum at sub-6 GHz frequencies,
which we currently make use of for mobile broadband, is limited to a very crowded frequency range enhancing the demand
for an unused available spectrum which can be resolved by
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the use of millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency spectrum
[2], [3]. The use of mmWave frequency bands appears to be
a promising technology to meet the needs of fifth generation
(5G) wireless communication systems such as increased capacity, high data rates, improved coverage, lower latency, high
mobility, high reliability and lower infrastructure costs [4]–[6].
A few existing applications of the mmWave spectrum are in
satellite communications, wireless backhaul, radio applications
and radar communication. However, mmWave faces challenges
of severe path loss, blocking effects, new hardware constraints
and unconventional channel characteristics.
The high bandwidths for mmWave communication compared to sub-6 GHz frequency bands must be traded off against
increased path loss [7], which can be compensated using largescale antenna arrays [8], [9]. The large number of antenna
elements and the high bandwidth makes it hard to use a
separate radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna due to
the large requirements in power consumption and hardware
complexity [8]. A conventional fully digital beamforming architecture used for sub-6 GHz frequencies requires a dedicated
RF chain per antenna with the electronic components such
as digital-to-analog converters (DACs) and analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) that enhances the hardware complexity and
power consumption with the increase in antenna size [8],
[9]. Thus, a digital beamforming architecture seems currently
impractical to be implemented for large scale antenna arrays
in the mmWave band.
As an alternative, an analog beamforming approach could
be considered to solve this problem. The analog beamforming architecture involves a network of analog phase shifters
with a single RF chain in the system [10], [11], which is
highly advantageous to reduce hardware complexity and power
consumption. But analog only beamforming approach cannot
support multi-stream communication and the capacity performance is usually worse than the fully digital one. Furthermore,
the support of multi-user communications is very difficult.
The performance of the mmWave multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems can be significantly improved through
the use of analog/digital (A/D) hybrid beamforming architectures where the number of RF chains and associated
ADCs/DACs are much less than the number of antennas
[12], [13]. The A/D hybrid beamforming also enables spatial
multiplexing and multi-user MIMO communication, and A/D
hybrid transceiver solutions have recently been proposed to
enable mmWave MIMO systems [14]–[16]. The A/D hybrid
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(a) The fully-connected A/D hybrid beamforming architecture with the proposed framework.

(b) Block diagram of the beam tracking phase and the data communications phase.

Fig. 1: System model for a mmWave A/D hybrid MIMO system with the proposed framework.
beamforming system can be implemented to provide satisfying
rate performance by avoiding the discussed limitations of
a fully digital solution [14]–[16]. One should note that we
can reduce the power consumption by implementing low
resolution quantization for both conventional and A/D hybrid
beamforming architectures. To that end some approaches have
been applied for energy efficiency maximization such as in
[17]. Optimizing the number of RF chains further leverages
the energy efficiency metric and reduces the gap between the
spectral efficiency of A/D hybrid and fully digital beamforming
architectures. Reference [18] suggests that the A/D hybrid
beamforming architecture with low resolution DACs along
with optimizing the number of RF chains shows better energy
efficiency performance than the conventional digital beamforming architecture for 1-bit and 3-bits sampling resolutions.
To implement the A/D hybrid beamforming system which
uses RF precoders based on the phase shifting networks,
we can use the most popular structures such as the fullyconnected and the partially-connected. The fully-connected
structure connects all the antennas to each RF chain whereas
the partially-connected structure connects only a subset of the
antennas requiring less number of phase shifters [19]. The use
of a partially-connected structure at the transceiver can further
reduce the power consumption [16], for instance, our previous
work [18] uses a partially-connected structure to evaluate the
energy and rate performance where the partially-connected
structure is opted to achieve high energy efficiency. This

paper mainly uses the fully-connected structure to demonstrate
the contributions of the proposed framework for a mmWave
MIMO system. However, the energy efficiency performance
using the partially-connected structure is also observed via
simulations. We can observe from recent literature that there
are works considering the energy efficient design of a A/D
hybrid transceiver, however there is lack of works that optimize
the number of RF chains which we discuss in the following
subsection.
A. Literature Review
Reference [15] proposes a spectrally efficient A/D hybrid
precoder design by maximizing the desired rate for fullyconnected limited RF chain systems. However, it does not
consider the energy consumption. For an energy efficient
system, [20] considers a sub-connected architecture, where
each RF chain is connected to only a subset of transmitter
(TX) antennas requiring fewer phase shifters, but it does not
discuss how to design an energy efficient precoder with a
fully-connected architecture. Reference [19] considers both
fully-connected and partially-connected structures to design a
A/D hybrid precoder where the partially-connected structure
seems to outperform fully-connected structure in terms of
energy efficiency. However, it only considers the design of
the precoder matrices and there is no emphasis on optimizing
the number of RF chains which is a key factor for an energy
efficient system.
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The RF chains consume a large amount of power in wireless
communication systems and increase the cost for these systems
[21]. Reference [22] performs an energy efficient optimization
to design a A/D hybrid precoder where to calculate the optimal
number of RF chains, the full precoding solution is computed
for all possible numbers of RF chains. This is referred to
as the brute force (BF) technique throughout in this paper.
References [15] and [22] use orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) to optimize the precoder matrices. Alternative greedy
strategies to OMP can be exploited to lower the complexity.
A mmWave A/D hybrid MIMO system can be used for
5G mmWave MIMO applications such as cellular backhaul
connections when we jointly optimize the number of RF chains
and the A/D hybrid precoder and combiner matrices leading
to a highly energy efficient system.
B. Contributions
This paper proposes an energy efficient A/D hybrid beamforming framework, where the RF precoder and baseband
precoder matrices, and RF combiner and baseband combiner
matrices are optimized along with the number of active RF
chains but with low complexity. We use power allocation,
and Dinkelbach method (DM) is implemented to optimize the
number of RF chains. Fig. 1 shows the novel architecture
with proposed framework for a mmWave single user fullyconnected A/D hybrid beamforming MIMO system with digital baseband precoding and associated switches, followed by
RF chains and associated DACs, and constrained RF precoding
implemented using phase shifters network at the TX, and viceversa at the receiver (RX). In this novel architecture, for a
certain number of RF chains implemented in the hardware,
the DM block drives digital switches to activate only those
RF chains that we obtain as an optimal solution from the
proposed method. In practice the digital switches would be
a part of the digital processor. If the DM block is replaced by
another method used to optimize the number of RF chains, the
number of active RF chains and associated DACs/ADCs may
be different.
To compute the A/D hybrid precoders and combiners, the
proposed approach incorporates a codebook-based approach
through one of the greedy strategies, i.e., gradient pursuit
(GP) [23]. Simulations show that the proposed GP-based
approach is a faster and less complex approach to compute
the precoder and combiner matrices than the state of the
art OMP. Furthermore, the proposed framework can also be
incorporated with the existing codebook-free solutions such as
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [16] and
singular value decomposition (SVD) based solution [12]. The
objective is to achieve better energy efficiency performance for
codebook-free approaches over the fixed number of RF chains
case. The proposed energy efficient and low complexity A/D
hybrid precoder framework with a fully-connected architecture can be used in designing 5G mmWave MIMO systems
effectively and efficiently, such as in 5G cellular systems and
wireless backhaul networks.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1)

The paper proposes a novel algorithmic framework,
where the number of active RF chains is dynamically
adapted on a frame-by-frame basis. This is carried out
using a low complexity alternative to brute force optimization [22] based on the current channel conditions
measured in the A/D hybrid beamforming architecture.
2) We develop a reduced complexity DM based solution
to find the optimal number of RF chains and streams
for the mmWave MIMO system for the current channel
conditions.
3) A GP-based approach is proposed as a lower complexity
approximation solution to compute the precoder and
combiner matrices than the state of the art OMP solution.
Outline: Section II describes the channel and system model
implemented for the novel architecture. Section III discusses
the low complexity design of the A/D hybrid precoder and
combiner matrices using GP algorithm. Section IV provides
the energy efficiency maximization problem and we solve
the optimization problem via the DM based solution used in
the framework where Subsection IV.A discusses the energy
efficiency computation, while Subsection IV.B describes the
energy efficient and low complexity solution to optimize the
number of RF chains and activate that many RF chains in the
system (as shown in Fig. 1). Section V provides the simulation
results. The conclusions are provided in Section VI.
Notations: A, a and a stand for a matrix, a vector and
a scalar, respectively; A(i) represents the ith column of A;
transpose, complex conjugate transpose and pseudo inverse of
A are denoted as AT , AH and A† , respectively; kAkF , tr(A)
and |A| represent the Frobenius norm, trace, and determinant
of A, respectively; kakp is the p-norm of a; [A|B] denotes
horizontal concatenation; x ∪ y denotes the union of x and
y union disjoint sets; A|Γ denotes a matrix consisting of
rows of matrix A with indices from Γ set; diag(A) generates
a vector by the diagonal elements of A; IN and 0X×Y
represent N × N identity matrix and X × Y all-zeros matrix,
respectively; CN (a; A) denotes a vector of complex Gaussian
random variables with mean a and covariance matrix A, and
i.i.d. shows that the entries of a vector of random variables
are independent and identically distributed. X ∈ CA×B and
X ∈ RA×B denote A × B size X matrix with complex and
real entries, respectively; the expectation operator and the real
part of a complex variable are denoted as E{·} and R{·},
respectively.
II. M M WAVE A/D H YBRID MIMO M ODEL
A. MmWave Channel Model
Let us consider a single user MIMO system with NT antennas at the TX, sending Ns data streams to a system with NR
RX antennas. The fading channel models used in traditional
MIMO becomes inaccurate for mmWave channel modeling
due to the high free-space path loss and large tightly-packed
antenna arrays. The existing literature mostly addresses the
narrowband clustered channel model [24], [25] for mmWave
propagation due to different channel settings such as number
of multipaths, amplitudes, etc. such as in [8], [15].
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For Ncl clusters and Nray propagation paths in each cluster
and for a uniform linear array (ULA) antenna elements, the
mmWave channel matrix is defined as follows:
s
Nray
Ncl X
NT NR X
H=
αil aR (φril )aT (φtil )H ,
(1)
Ncl Nray i=1
l=1

where αil denotes the gain of l-th ray in i-th cluster and
2
2
it is assumed that αil are i.i.d. CN (0, σα,i
), where σα,i
is
PNcl 2
average powerqof the i-th cluster such that
i=1 σα,i = γ,

where γ =

NT NR
Ncl Nray ,

is the normalization factor satisfyp
ing
= 1/ Ncl Nray . Further, aR (φril ) and aT (φtil )
represent the normalized receive and transmit array response
vectors, where φtil and φril are the azimuth angles of departure
and arrival, respectively. The antenna elements at the TX and
the RX can be modeled as ideal sectored elements [26] and
then antenna element gains can be evaluated over ideal sectors.
In (1), the transmit and receive antenna element gains are considered unity over ideal sectors defined by φtil ∈ [φtmin , φtmax ]
and φril ∈ [φrmin , φrmax ], respectively. For a NZ -element ULA
on Z-axis, the array response vector can be expressed as [27]:
T
2π
aZ (φ) = √1N ejm λ d sin(φ) , where 0 ≤ m ≤ (NZ − 1) is
Z
a real integer, d is the inter-element spacing in wavelengths
and λ is the signal wavelength. The array response vectors
can also be computed using other array geometries such as
rectangular array and circular array. As mentioned above, we
assume perfect channel knowledge at the TX and the RX
[15], [16], [22]. However, this work can also be extended to
consider channel estimation errors, for example, reference [28]
proposes an efficient channel estimation algorithm for hybrid
architecture mmWave systems.
The beamspace representation [29], [30] of the narrowband
channel can be written as follows:
2
E{kHkF }

H = DR Hv DH
T ,

(2)

where Hv ∈ CLR ×LT represents a sparse matrix with a few
non-zero entries, while DR ∈ CNR ×LR and DT ∈ CNT ×LT are
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrices.
B. A/D Hybrid MIMO System Model
In large-scale MIMO communication systems, based on the
A/D hybrid precoding scheme, the number of RF chains is
larger than or equal to the number of baseband data streams
and smaller than or equal to the number of TX antennas. LT
denotes the number of available RF chains at the TX with the
limitation that Ns ≤ LT ≤ NT and similarly LR is for the RX
with the condition Ns ≤ LR ≤ NR . We consider the number
of RF chains at the
RX to be same as at the TX, i.e., LR = LT .
1
2
F̂BB denote the baseband precoder matrix
Let FBB = PTX
which inputs to the DAC-RF chain block where PTX ∈
RLT ×LT is a diagonal matrix of power allocation values with
tr(PTX ) = Pmax , F̂BB is the digital precoding matrix before
the switches, and FRF denotes the RF precoder matrix. FBB
has dimensions of LT × Ns using its LT transmit chains and
FRF has dimensions of NT × LT using the phase shifting

network. Similarly at the RX, the matrices WBB and WRF
denote the LR × Ns baseband combiner and the NR × LR RF
combiner, respectively. The TX symbol vector s ∈ CNs ×1 is
such that E{ssH } = N1s INs . All elements of FRF and WRF
are of constant modulus. The power constraint at the TX is
2
satisfied by kFRF FBB kF = Pmax , where Pmax is the maximum
allocated power. We assume a unit magnitude and continuous
phase constraint on the phase shifters [15].
Consider a narrowband propagation channel with H as the
NR ×NT channel matrix, which is assumed to be known to both
the TX and the RX, then the received signal can be expressed
as follows:
y = HFRF FBB s + n,
(3)
where y is the NR × 1 received vector and n is a NR × 1 noise
vector with entries which are modeled as i.i.d. CN (0, σn2 ).
After the application of the combining matrices, the received
signal can be written as follows:
H
H
H
H
H
H
ỹ = WBB
WRF
y = WBB
WRF
HFRF FBB s+WBB
WRF
n. (4)

In the following section, we discuss the low complexity
designs of A/D hybrid precoders, i.e., FRF , FBB , and A/D
hybrid combiners, i.e., WRF , WBB .
III.

L OW C OMPLEXITY A/D H YBRID P RECODERS AND
C OMBINERS D ESIGN
The combined problem of designing the precoders and
combiners and the number of RF chains can be partitioned
into three sub-problems:
• to optimize the A/D hybrid precoders FRF FBB ,
• to optimize the A/D hybrid combiners WRF WBB and
• to optimize the number of RF chains, i.e., obtaining Lopt
T
at the TX and Lopt
R at the RX.
Firstly in this section, we focus on designing the A/D hybrid
precoder matrices FRF and FBB as shown in Subsection III.A
and the hybrid combiner matrices WRF and WBB as shown in
opt
Subsection III.B by assuming that Lopt
T and LR are computed
from the proposed DM based solution in Section IV already.
In the next section, we propose the DM based solution for
optimizing the number of RF chains at the TX and consider
opt
that Lopt
R = LT .
A. A/D Hybrid Precoding at the TX
It is known that the precoding matrix for the digital beamformer is given based on the singular value decomposition
(SVD) of the channel matrix. We consider channel’s SVD as
H = UH ΣH VHH , where UH ∈ CNR ×NR and VH ∈ CNT ×NT
are unitary matrices, and ΣH ∈ RNR ×NT is a rectangular matrix
of singular values in decreasing order whose diagonal elements are non-negative real numbers and whose non-diagonal
elements are zero. The optimal fully digital precoding matrix
(1/2)
Fopt = VH1 PTX where the matrix VH1 ∈ CNT ×Ns consists
of the Ns columns of the right singular matrix VH [15] and
PTX is a diagonal matrix where each diagonal entry represents
the power of each transmission stream for the digital precoding
2
case with kFopt kF = tr(PTX ) = Pmax . We discuss about PTX
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Algorithm 1 A/D Hybrid Precoder Design through Gradient
Pursuit (GP)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Input: Fopt , D̃T , Lopt
T
FRF = 0NT ×Lopt , Γ = ∅
T
Fres = Fopt , FBB = 0Lopt ×Ns
T
for i ≤ Lopt
T
Ψ = D̃H
T Fres
k = arg maxl=1,...,Lopt (ΨΨH )l,l
h
iT
(k)
FRF = FRF | D̃T
D = FH
RF Fres
C = FRFHD
tr{Fres C}
g = kCk
2
F
Γ=Γ∪k
FBB |Γ = FBB |Γ − gD
Fres = Fres − gC
end for√
FBB = Pmax kF FFBB k2
RF

Algorithm 2 A/D Hybrid Combiner Design through Gradient
Pursuit (GP)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Input: Wmmse , D̃R , Lopt
R
WRF = 0NR ×Lopt , Γ = ∅
R
Wres = Wmmse , WBB = 0Lopt ×Ns
R
for i ≤ Lopt
R
H
Ψ = D̃H
R E[yy ]Wres
k = arg maxl=1,...,Lopt (ΨΨH )l,l
R i
h
(k)
WRF = WRF | D̃R
H
D = WRF
Wres
C = WRFHD
tr{W C}
g = kCkres2
F
Γ=Γ∪k
WBB |Γ = WBB |Γ − gD
Wres = Wres − gC
end for

BB F

opt

in more details in the next section. In this section we assume
that PTX is known.
In order to design the near-optimal A/D hybrid precoder,
it can be assumed that the decomposition FRF FBB can be
made sufficiently close to the optimal fully digital precoding
matrix Fopt [15]. The Euclidean distance problem is a good
approximation, so we can consider the Euclidean distance
between the A/D hybrid precoder FRF FBB and the channel’s
optimal fully digital precoder Fopt to optimize the A/D hybrid
precoder matrices. We can define FRF to be a set of basis
vectors aT (φ̃til ) in order to find the best low dimensional
representation of the optimal matrix Fopt where φ̃til are the
angles from the DFT codebook. The problem to design the
A/D hybrid precoders can be stated as follows [14], [15]:
2

opt
(Fopt
RF , FBB ) = arg min kFopt − FRF FBB kF ,
FRF ,FBB

(5)
2

s.t. FRF ∈ FRF , kFRF FBB kF = Pmax .
We consider two stages in the system model as shown in Fig.
1: a) the beam training phase, and b) the data communications
phase. In stage a), firstly LT available RF chains are activated
and the channel is computed which provides us the optimal
beamformer, i.e., Fopt . Then the SVD of the channel is
computed and the proposed DM is performed to obtain Lopt
T . In
stage b), the optimal analog and digital precoder matrices Fopt
RF
opt
and Fopt
BB , respectively, are obtained using LT . Note that, if
we assume that the TX is active for stage a) a small proportion
of time, for example, < 10%, then the overall transmit energy
consumption is dominated by stage b). The previous problem
can be cast in the following form, given by:
F̃opt
BB = arg min Fopt − D̃T F̃BB
F̃BB

s.t.

diag(F̃BB F̃H
BB )

2

,
F

0

= Lopt
T , D̃T F̃BB

2
F

= Pmax ,
(6)

where D̃T ∈ CNT ×LT is the matrix composed by the Lopt
T
columns of the DFT matrix DT and F̃BB is a Lopt
T ×Ns matrix.
The matrices D̃T and F̃BB act as auxiliary variables from
opt
which we obtain Fopt
RF and FBB , respectively. The sparsity
suggests that F̃BB can
constraint diag(F̃BB F̃H
= Lopt
BB )
T
0

non-zero rows. Thus, only Lopt
not have more than Lopt
T
T
columns of the DFT matrix DT are effectively selected which
is given by D̃T . Therefore, Lopt
non-zero rows of F̃BB will
T
give us the baseband precoder matrix Fopt
BB and the columns
of D̃T will provide the RF precoder matrix Fopt
RF . The optimal
,
is
obtained
from
the proposed
number of RF chains, i.e., Lopt
T
optimization solution derived in Section IV.
As shown in [15], (6) basically reformulates (5) into a
sparsity constrained reconstruction problem with one variable.
The problem can be now addressed as a sparse approximation
problem [31] and OMP [32] can be used as an algorithmic
solution. To develop fast approximate OMP algorithms that are
less complex, [23] proposes improvements to greedy strategies
using directional pursuit methods and discusses optimization
schemes on basis of gradient, conjugate gradient and approximate conjugate gradient approaches. GP approach is implemented as an alternative solution to the optimization objective
exhibiting similar performance as OMP, faster processing time
and lower complexity. GP avoids matrix inversion by using
only one matrix vector multiplication per iteration.
Algorithm 1 starts by finding the k-th column of D̃T ,
(k)
denoted as D̃T , along which the optimal precoder has the
maximum projection and then concatenates that selected column vector to the RF precoder FRF as shown in Step 6.
The gradient direction in Step 7 is computed at each iteration
and the step-size is determined explicitly making use of the
gradient direction, as shown in Step 9. The index set Γ is
updated at each iteration as shown in Step 10 which is used
to generate the baseband precoder matrix FBB . The residual
precoding matrix is computed at Step 12 and the algorithm
continues until all Lopt
T RF chains have been used. Finally the
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RF precoder matrix FRF and the baseband precoder matrix
FBB are obtained at the end of the algorithm. The transmit
power constraint is satisfied at Step 14.
B. A/D Hybrid Combining at the RX
The A/D hybrid combiner design has a similar mathematical
formulation except that the transmit power constraint no longer
applies. One may note here that by assuming the A/D hybrid
precoders FRF FBB to be fixed, the A/D hybrid combiners
WRF WBB can be designed in order to minimize the meansquared-error (MSE) between the transmitted and processed
received signals by using the linear minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) RX [14], [15]. The optimization of the number
of RF chains at the RX can be performed similarly as at the
TX. The design problem for combining matrices can be written
as follows:
h
i
2
opt
opt
H
H
(WRF
, WBB
) = arg min E s − WBB
WRF
y 2 ,
WRF ,WBB
(7)
s.t. WRF ∈ WRF ,
where WRF is defined similarly to FRF for TX. Following
the steps in [15] and similar to the precoder optimization, the
MMSE estimation problem may be further written as follows:
1

1

opt
= arg min E[yyH ] 2 Wmmse − E[yyH ] 2 D̃R W̃BB
W̃BB
W̃BB

s.t.

H
diag(W̃BB W̃BB
)

0

2
F

= Lopt
R ,

(8)
where D̃R is the DFT matrix and W̃BB is a Lopt
R × Ns matrix.
H
as follows [15]:
The exact solution to (8) yields Wmmse

−1
H
H
H
2
H
H
Wmmse
= FH
FH
BB FRF HH FRF FBB +σn Ns INs
BB FRF H .
(9)
Similar to the sparsity reconstruction problem for the TX, Lopt
R
non-zero rows of W̃BB will give us the baseband combiner
opt
and the corresponding Lopt
matrix WBB
R columns of DR will
opt
. This sparse signal
provide the RF combiner matrix WRF
recovery problem can again be solved by the GP algorithm.
Algorithm 2 provides the pseudo code of the GP solution
to find the combiner matrices. It should be noted that step
14 of Algorithm 1 does not need to be replicated here as
there is no power constraint at the RX unlike at the TX. It
(k)
starts by finding the k-th column of D̃R , denoted as D̃R ,
along which the optimal combiner has the maximum projection
which requires the received signal as well for computation,
and then concatenates that selected column vector to the RF
combiner WRF as shown in Step 6. The gradient direction
in Step 7 is computed at each iteration and the step-size is
determined explicitly making use of the gradient direction
as shown in Step 9. Similar to the TX case, the index set
Γ is updated at each iteration in Step 10 which is used
to generate baseband combiner matrix WBB . The residual
precoding matrix is computed at Step 12. Finally the RF
combiner matrix WRF and the baseband combiner matrix WBB
are obtained at the end of the algorithm. In the next section
we discuss on obtaining the optimal number of RF chains.

IV.

M AXIMIZATION OF THE E NERGY E FFICIENCY VIA
DYNAMIC P OWER A LLOCATION
In this section we derive the proposed approach which
aims at the maximization of the energy efficiency (EE) by
dynamic power allocation in the baseband domain. In terms
of achievable information rate R and consumed power P , the
EE for the A/D hybrid design can be computed as follows:
EE(PTX ) ,

R(PTX )
(bits/Hz/J),
P (PTX )

(10)

where R represents the information rate in bits/s/Hz and P is
the required power in Watts (W).
The proposed design, as depicted in Fig. 1, describes a A/D
hybrid system for the TX and the RX, with a certain number
of RF chains LT implemented in the hardware. The selection
mechanism between the available RF chains is implemented
in the baseband domain, as part of the digital processor. This
procedure is driven by the DM block, which describes the
optimal power scheme for each channel realization.
The power allocation at the TX can be described mathematically by using a diagonal sparse matrix PTX ∈ DLT ×LT
where DLT ×LT ⊂ RLT ×LT denotes the set of LT × LT
diagonal sparse matrices. To represent the baseband selection mechanism we consider that [PTX ]kk ∈ [0, Pmax ], for
k = 1, . . . , LT , where Pmax = tr(PTX ). The diagonal entries
of PTX with a zero value represent an open switch in Fig.
1. Thus, the non-zero diagonal values of PTX determine the
number of the active RF chains for the TX, i.e., Lopt
=
T
kPTX k0 . If we increase the number of RF chains we might
achieve a higher information rate but there is also higher
power consumption. Hence, maximizing the EE ratio in (10)
while considering different constraints on the precoder design
provides us the optimal number of RF chains.
A. Problem Formulation
For a point-to-point A/D hybrid MIMO system, as shown
in Fig. 1, the overall achievable rate with respect to the active
RF chains can be expressed as follows:
R(PTX , PRX ) = log INs +
1

1
1
H
H
2
W
P
WRF
HFRF ×
BB
RX
σn2

1

1

H
H
2
2
2
PTX
F̂BB F̂H
BB PTX FRF H WRF PRX WBB ,

(11)
LT ×LT

where PTX ∈ R
is the diagonal matrix describing the
power allocation for the TX. For the RX, we use the diagonal
matrix PRX ∈ {0, 1}LR ×LR which takes only values from
{0, 1}, since it only represents a switching network, hence,
Lopt
R = kPRX k0 .
Based on [15], it is reasonable to assume that F̂BB F̂H
BB ≈
H
ILT and WBB WBB
≈ ILR , then
R(PTX , PRX ) = log ILR +

1 21
P WH HFRF
σn2 RX RF
1

H
2
PTX FH
RF H WRF PRX .

(12)
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To simplify this problem, we decompose it into two successive
sub-problems, one for the TX and one for the RX. Specifically,
to obtain PTX we assume that the RX has activated all the
switches, i.e., PRX = ILR . So,
1
H
H
R(PTX ) = log ILR + 2 WRF
HFRF PTX FH
RF H WRF .
σn
(13)
Once we obtain PTX , we can estimate PRX based on the
following formulation:
R(PRX ) = log ILR +

1 12
P WH HFRF
σn2 RX RF
1

H
2
PTX FH
RF H WRF PRX .

(14)

Maximizing EE at the RX using (14) results into a non-trivial
integer programming problem. Therefore in the following we
will focus our analysis on the EE maximization at the TX in
order to obtain Lopt
T . We consider the optimal number of RF
opt
chains at the RX to be same as at the TX, i.e., Lopt
R = LT .
Measuring the energy consumed for each entity in the
precoder and the combiner is important to design an energy
efficient mmWave A/D hybrid MIMO system. Similarly to
references [9], [19], that total power P for an A/D hybrid
beamforming system can be described as follows, where we
include the power consumed by the RX components as well:
P = βtr(PTX ) + 2PCP + NT PT + NR PR + Lopt
T ×
(PRF + NT PPS ) + Lopt
R (PRF + NR PPS ) (W),

(15)

where β represents the reciprocal of amplifier efficiency; the
common parameters at the TX and the RX are PCP , PRF , and
PPS which represent the common power, the power per RF
chain, and the power per phase shifter, respectively. PT and
PR represent the power per antenna element at the TX and the
RX, respectively.
For simplicity we remove the sub-index term “TX” from
PTX . Hence, we consider the problem (10) expressed with
respect to the power allocation matrix P ∈ RLT ×LT as follows:
R(P)
0
s. t. P (P) ≤ Pmax
and R(P) ≥ Rmin .
P (P)
(16)
The first constraint term in (16) sets the upper bound for the
0
total power budget of the communication system, i.e., Pmax
=
βPmax + 2PCP + NT PT + NR PR + LT × (PRF + NT PPS ) +
LR (PRF + NR PPS ).
max

P∈D LT ×LT

Specifically, the cost function of (16) is replaced by a sequence
of problems:
n
o
R(P(m) ) − ν (m) P (P(m) ) ,
(17)
max
P(m) ∈D LT ×LT

where ν (m) = R(P(m−1) )/P (P(m−1) ) ∈ R+ , for m =
1, 2, . . . , Imax , where Imax is the number of maximum iterations. Dinkelbach’s algorithm is an iterative algorithm, where
at each step an update of ν (m) is obtained based on the
estimated rate and power from the previous iteration. To
simplify the implementation of this algorithm we desire a
rate expression that does not require explicit formulas for
the precoder and combiner matrices, thus avoiding re-running
Algorithms 1 and 2 for each possible choice of active RF
chains.
In order to proceed with the Dinkelbach’s algorithm in
our context, let us first elaborate on the information rate and
power expressions. Considering the SVD of the channel as
H = UH ΣH VHH as shown in Section III.A, (13) is expressed
as:
R(P) = log INR +

H H
PFH
RF VH ΣH UH WRF .

(18)

H
FRF ≈
Following the analysis of [15], it can be proven that VH
T
T
[ILT 0T(NT −LT )×LT ]T and UH
W
≈
[I
0
RF
LR (NR −LR )×LR ] ,
H
hence,
1
R(P) = log INR + 2 Σ̄2 P ,
(19)
σn

where Σ̄ ∈ RLR ×LT with [Σ̄]kk = [ΣH ]kk for k = 1, . . . , LT ,
assuming LT = LR , while its remaining entries are zero. Since
the involved matrices in (19) are diagonal, the information rate
is decomposed into LT parallel streams, as follows:
R(P) ≈

LT
X
k=1



1
log 1 + 2 [Σ̄2 ]kk [P]kk
(bits/s/Hz).
σn

(20)

Recall that LT and LR have preset values based on the
hardware design and describe the available RF chains at the
TX and the RX, respectively. Considering only the TX, the
consumed power with respect to the diagonal power allocation
matrix can be written as:
PTX (P) = Pstatic +

B. Dinkelbach method (DM) based proposed solution
Fractional programming theory provides us several options
to obtain the solution of (16). One computational efficient
algorithm is the Dinkelbach’s algorithm which has been introduced firstly in [33], [34]. Dinkelbach’s algorithm replaces
the fractional cost function of (16) with a sequence of easier
difference-based problems. The simulation results in Section
V suggest that this method can achieve good performance.

1
H
WH UH ΣH VH
FRF ×
σn2 RF

= Pstatic +

LT
X
k=1
LT
X

(β[P]kk + PRF + NT PPS )

(21)

β 0 [P]kk (W),

(22)

k=1

where Pstatic , PCP + NT PT is independent of the power
T PPS
. The equivalence
allocation matrix P and β 0 , β + PRF +N
Pmax
PLT
between (21) and (22) is justified since k=1 [P]kk = tr(P) =
Pmax .
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Algorithm 3 Dinkelbach Method (DM) Based Solution
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

(0)

(0)

(0)

Algorithm 4 Full Search (FS) Approach

(0)

Initialize: P , ν
satisfying G(P , ν ) ≥ 0, LT ,
tolerance 
m=0
while |G(P(m) , ν (m) )| >  do
Update P(m) by solving the relaxation of (23) via
CVX [35].
(m)
Thresholding P(m) as Pth .
(m)
Counting non-zero values of Pth provides Lopt
T .
(m)
(m)
Compute R(P ) and PTX (P ).
Compute G(P(m) , ν (m) )
where ν (m) = R(P(m−1) )/P (P(m−1) ) ∈ R+ .
Update ν (m) with R(P(m) )/PTX (P(m) ).
m=m+1
end while
(m)
Obtain Lopt
T = kPth k0

Based on (20) and (22), the m-th Dinkelbach method (DM)
step can be expressed as follows:
{P(m) , ν (m) } = arg

max

P(m) ∈D LT ×LT

G(P(m) , ν (m) ),

(23)

where
(m)

G(P

,ν

(m)

),

LT
X
k=1



1
log 1 + 2 [Σ̄2 ]kk [P(m) ]kk
σn
−ν (m)

LT
X



β 0 [P(m) ]kk .

(24)

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Initialize: LT , tolerance , EE(0) = 0
for i = 1 : LT
while |G(P(m) , ν (m) )| >  do
Compute P(m) subject to i RF chains
(m)
from Pth .
→ obtain Lopt
T
Compute R(P(m) ), PTX (P(m) ) and G(P(m) , ν (m) ).
Update ν (m) and compute EE(m)
= R(P(m) )/PTX (P(m) ).
m=m+1
end while
(i)
Obtain LT = Lopt
and EE(i) based on EE(m) value.
T
(i)
if EE ≥ previous EE(i−1)
(i)
Update EE(i) and LT
end if
end for

C. Full Search (FS) Approach
To show that the loss performance is not much in Dinkelbach
optimization we also consider a full search (FS) approach
which resolves the non-convexity issue of (23) with convex
approximation providing a modified version of the proposed
Dinklbach optimization solution which iterates over all the
possible number of RF chains. The steps are stated in Algorithm 4 where the maximum energy efficiency “EE” is obtained
and the corresponding number of RF chains are considered to
be optimal at the end of the algorithm. In Table IV of Section
V, we show that the proposed DM has similar performance
to the FS approach, while the complexity for computing FS
increases significantly.

k=1

Note that problem (23) is a non-convex one because of the
constraint P(m) ∈ DLT ×LT . To proceed, first we alleviate
this constraint, thus (23) can be efficiently solved by any
standard interior-point method (for example, CVX [35]). Step
3 of Algorithm 3 shows that after alleviating this constraint,
(23) is solved via CVX to update P(m) . Then we impose the
(m)
constraint by hard-thresholding the entries of P(m) , i.e., Pth ,
as shown in Step 4 of Algorithm 3. The thresholding sets to
zero all entries of P(m) that are lower than a given tolerance
value th .
Algorithm 3 starts by initializing the number of available
RF chains LT . We update P(m) by solving the relaxation of
(23) via CVX as shown in Step 3. Steps 4-5 show that P(m) is
(m)
thresholded as Pth and counting its non-zero values provides
us the optimal number of RF chains which keeps updating
(m)
within the loop but obtained as kPth k0 after the loop ends
(m)
as shown in Step 11. R(P ) and PTX (P(m) ) are computed
in Step 6 and G(P(m) , ν (m) ) is computed based on (24) in
Step 7 where ν (m) = R(P(m−1) )/P (P(m−1) ) ∈ R+ . Steps 8
shows the update in ν (m) with R(P(m) )/PTX (P(m) ). The loop
continues until |G(P(m) , ν (m) )| is less than a given tolerance
. We consider that the optimal number of RF chains provides
the number of data streams as well, i.e., Ns = Lopt
T .

D. Brute Force (BF) Approach
The solution to achieve optimal number of RF chains at
each realization is also provided in [22] which we call as
the brute force (BF) approach. To make the A/D hybrid
beamforming system energy efficient, BF approach, at each realization (current channel condition), makes a search on all the
possible number of RF chains, i.e., LT = {1, 2, 3, ..., NT }, and
computes best energy efficiency while designing the precoder
and combiner matrices, and chooses the corresponding number
of RF chains as the optimal number of RF chains. We, in our
work, mitigate that need of searching for all possible number
of RF chains and then finding an optimal solution, and thus
providing equally a high energy efficient and low complexity
solution. The observations made in the next section support
this statement.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
This section shows the performance of the proposed DM
compared to the existing state of the art solutions such as the
BF approach, digital beamforming, analog beamforming and
modified version of the proposed solution, i.e., FS approach.
For simulations, the proposed DM and the FS approach consider LT = LR = length eig(HHH ) and the BF approach
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Common power of TX
Power per RF chain
Power per phase shifter

PCP = 10 W
PRF = 100 mW
PPS = 10 mW

(a) Typical values of the power terms [37].
Number of RF chains, LT
4
8
64

Maximum consumed power (W)
34.50
38.50
94.50

(a) Beam training and data communications phases.

(b) Maximum consumed power in (15) for different values of LT
for a 64 × 16 system with tr(FFH ) = 1.

35.5

TABLE I: Simulation parameters for the power expressions of
different precoding solutions.

A. System Setup
For the channel parameters, there are 10 rays for each cluster
and there are 8 clusters in total, i.e., Nray = 10 and Ncl =
8 in (1). The average power of each cluster is unity, i.e.,
σα,i = 1. The azimuth and elevation angles of departure and
arrival are computed on the basis of the Laplacian distribution
[36] with uniformly distributed mean angles and angle spread
as 7.5◦ . The mean angles are sectored within the range of
60◦ to 120◦ in the azimuth domain, and 80◦ to 100◦ in the
elevation domain. The 64 antenna elements at the TX, i.e.,
NT = 64, and 16 at the RX, i.e., NR = 16, in the ULA,
antenna elements are spaced by distance d = λ/2 where λ/2
can be based on a standard frequency value such as 28 GHz
[22]. The system bandwidth is normalized to 1 Hz in the
simulations. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 1/σn2 . All the
simulation results are averaged over 1000 random channel
realizations. To illustrate the achievable energy efficiency of
different precoding solutions, the parameters in the power
expressions for each precoder design are set as shown in Table

35
Power (W)

uses the same precoding and combining matrices as the DM
solution. The tolerance values considered in both the DM
solution and the FS approach algorithms are  = 10−4 and
th = 10−6 . The fully digital beamforming solution uses
the same number of RF chains as antennas, i.e., LT = NT
and LR = NR , and precoding and combining matrices are
Fopt and Wmmse , respectively, as shown in Subsections III.A
and III.B. The analog beamforming solution implements a
single RF chain, i.e., LT = LR = 1, and the precoding
and combining matrices are computed as the phases of the
first singular vectors, i.e., F = VH (1 : NT , 1)/abs(VH ) and
W = UH (1 : NR , 1)/abs(UH ), respectively.
The performance of the codebook-free designs such as
ADMM [16] and SVD based [12] solutions when incorporated
RF chains, are also
with the proposed framework, using Lopt
T
observed over the case when fixed number of RF chains are
used to compute the precoder and combiner matrices. The
comparison between GP and OMP algorithms is also observed
through observing the variations in run time with respect to the
number of RF chains and computational complexities.

SNR = 0 dB
SNR = 10 dB
SNR = -10 dB

34.5
34
33.5
33
4

5
6
7
8
9
Number of RF chains for beam training, LT

10

(b) Overall power consumption performance for 10% beam training
and 90% data communications phases.

Fig. 2: Beam training and data communications phases and associated power consumption performance for a fully-connected
64 × 16 system.

I.(a). For a typical case, the power per power amplifier, PPA =
300 mW, and maximum achievable power, Pmax = 1 W. Table
I.(b) shows the maximum power which can be consumed as
determined in (15) for different number of RF chains in a
64 × 16 fully-connected system. The amplifier efficiency 1/β
is considered as 0.4 and the minimum desired rate in (16),
Rmin = 1 bits/s/Hz.
B. Beam training and data communications phases analysis
Based on the described communication phases in Fig. 1.(b),
there are LT active RF chains during the beam training phase.
Once the Dinkelbach or FS optimization is performed then
we obtain the optimal number Lopt
RF chains for the data
T
communications phase. Considering that α represents the ratio
between the two phases, the power consumption performance
for both the stages is given by:
Power = α × P (LT ) + (1 − α) × P (Lopt
T ) (W),

(25)

where P (LT ) is the power consumption with (15) using LT RF
chains and P (Lopt
T ) is using the optimal number of RF chains,
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Energy efficiency (bits/Hz/J)

1
0.9
SNR=-10 dB
SNR=0 dB
SNR=10 dB

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

(a) Pmax = 1 W.
0.3
0.2
1

2

3
Number of iterations

4

5

(a) Convergence of the proposed DM for different SNR levels.
100

Symbol Error Rate

Proposed Dinkelbach method

-1

10

(b) Pmax = 0.5 W.
10-2

10-3
-10

-5

0

5

10

15

SNR (dB)

(b) Symbol error rate (SER) vs SNR for the proposed DM with QPSK modulation.

Fig. 3: Convergence and SER accuracy performance of the
proposed DM solution for a fully-connected 64 × 16 system.

Lopt
T . For example, as shown in Fig. 2.(a), when we consider
that the beam training phase is active for 10% of the time with
LT RF chains, i.e., α = 0.1, and the data communications
phase is active for the remaining 90% time with Lopt
RF
T
chains, i.e., 1 − α = 0.9. The performance is observed with
three SNR cases in Fig. 2.(b). It can be observed that the
overall power consumption increases with the increase in the
number of RF chains in the beam training phase and high SNR
values have higher power consumption levels. For example, at
LT = 6, the power consumption at SNR = 0 dB is about 0.65
W higher than at SNR = −10 dB.
C. Convergence and accuracy performance of the DM
Fig. 3.(a) shows the convergence of the Dinkelbach optimization solution as proposed in Algorithm 3 to obtain the
optimal number of RF chains. It can be observed that the

(c) Pmax = 0.25 W.

Fig. 4: PMF plots of the DM and BF solutions at different
Pmax values for the optimal number of RF chains Lopt
and
T
their difference ∆Lopt
for 64 × 16 system and SNR = 10 dB.
T

energy efficiency for different SNR levels increases with the
iterations used to find the optimal number of RF chains. The
proposed solution converges rapidly and needs only 2 iterations
to converge and achieve an optimal solution at each realization.
To express the accuracy performance of the proposed DM, Fig.
3.(b) shows the symbol error rate (SER) versus SNR plot for
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation where SER
decreases with the increase in SNR.
D. Proposed DM versus BF Approach
The comparison is made to the BF method [22] in detail
in terms of the probability mass function (PMF) for RF chain
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Fig. 5: PMF plots of energy efficiency difference between DM and BF solutions at different Pmax values for a 64 × 16 system
and SNR = 10 dB.

Algorithm
Dinkelbach
Brute force

Complexity Order

O Lopt
T

opt
O LT NT

Algorithm
OMP
GP

(a) Complexity orders of DM and BF.
No. of TX antennas, NT
80
96
112
128

Time (s): DM
4.29
4.38
4.54
4.55

Time (s): BF
6.13
10.6
17.6
26.9

(b) Run time comparison w.r.t. NT at SNR = 10 dB and Pmax = 1.

TABLE II: Computational complexity comparison between
DM and BF solutions.

Complexity Order


4
3
O (Lopt
+ O (Lopt
T )
T ) NT
opt 3
O (LT ) NT

(a) Complexity orders of GP and OMP.
No. of RF chains at the TX
8
16
24
32

Time (µs): OMP
1.6
5.8
10
16.4

Time (µs): GP
1.1
2.8
5.0
8.0

(b) Run time comparison w.r.t. the number of RF chains for
64 × 16 mmWave system with Ncl = 8, Nray = 10, and SNR =
10 dB.

TABLE III: Computational complexity comparison between
GP and OMP solutions.
selection, energy efficiency performance and the computational
complexity. The PMF plots indicate the histogram that for
how many realizations (on y-axis) a particular value of the
variable defined on x-axis is achieved. Figs. 4 and 5 show
the PMF of the distribution of the proposed DM and the BF
approach over the optimal number of RF chains, i.e., Lopt
T ,
opt
opt
their difference, i.e., ∆Lopt
=
|L
−
L
|,
and
the
T
T BF
T DM
energy efficiency difference, i.e., ∆E = |EEBF −EEDM |, at each
channel realization. Fig. 4 shows that for how many channel
realizations, the beamforming solutions such as the DM and
the BF approach find a particular optimal number of RF chains
for different values of Pmax . It gives us an idea on how close
the proposed DM solution is to the BF technique, in terms
of finding the optimal number of RF chains. For example, at
Pmax = 1 W, the DM solution chooses Lopt
= 4 for ≈ 750
T
different channel realizations whereas BF chooses 4 RF chains
for ≈ 300 realizations and the difference (at each realization)

between chosen optimal number of RF chains by both the
methods, i.e., ∆Lopt
T is 0 for ≈ 450 different realizations. Also,
for example, the energy efficiency difference between the two
methods, ∆E, at Pmax = 1 W is close to 0 bits/Hz/J for ≈ 650
channel realizations as observed from Fig. 5.
Table II.(a) shows the computational complexities used by
the solutions of the BF approach and the DM with respect to
the number of the RF chains. We can observe that complexity
for the solution of the DM requires complexity order of
only O(Lopt
T ) per iteration. Since the number of the required
iterations is usually very small, the overall complexity of the
DM is much less than the BF approach which depends on
the product of the number of RF chains and the number
of antennas. This is also verified by the run time results as
shown in Table II.(b). At SNR = 10 dB and Pmax = 1, the
run time (in seconds) is much less for the proposed solution
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(a) Energy Efficiency w.r.t. SNR.
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(a) w.r.t. SNR for a partially-connected structure.
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(b) Rate w.r.t. SNR.

Fig. 6: Energy efficiency and rate performance of different
solutions w.r.t. SNR for a fully-connected 64 × 16 system at
Pmax = 1 W.

with respect to (w.r.t.) the number of TX antennas. These
results are reported from MATLABTM simulation runtime for
10 independent channel realizations. For example, for a large
number of antennas, i.e., NT = 128, the proposed solution
consumes ≈ 6 times less run time than the BF solution. The
observations support the statement that the proposed solution
has low complexity while still optimizing the number of RF
chains.
E. Proposed GP versus OMP
Concerning the complexity for deriving the beamforming
matrices, recall that OMP requires inversion of a matrix with
size k × k, at each one of the Lopt
iterations in total, with
T
k = 1, . . . , Lopt
T . This operation has cubic complexity order

(b) w.r.t. NT for a fully-connected structure.

Fig. 7: Energy efficiency performance of different solutions for
a 64 × 16 hybrid mmWave MIMO system at Pmax = 1 W.

with respect to the size of the matrix, i.e., O(k 3 ), in general.
So, for Lopt
iterations, the total cost would be:
T
Lopt
T

X


4
O(k 3 ) = O (Lopt
T ) .

(26)

k=1

Additionally, a matrix-matrix product is required at each
3
iteration with total cost O (Lopt
T ) NT . On the other side,
the proposed GP algorithm requires only matrix-matrix multiplications at each iteration, hence the complexity order is
3
O (Lopt
T ) NT . This complexity reduction is justified by the
substitution of the matrix inversion with a gradient step. The
derived complexity orders are summarized in Table III.(a). In
Table III.(b) we show the MATLABTM run time comparison
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SNR
(dB)
-10
-5
0
5
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1.6
Energy Efficiency (bits/Hz/J)

1.4
1.2
1

DM+GP
DM+ADMM
DM+SVD
DM+OMP
Fixed+GP
Fixed+ADMM
Fixed+SVD
Fixed+OMP

|EEDM − EEFS |
(bits/Hz/J)
0.013
0.018
0.043
0.108
0.189

(a) Energy efficiency performance difference between the DM
and the FS approach.
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(b) Complexity orders of the DM and the FS approach.
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Fig. 8: Energy efficiency performance gains w.r.t. SNR at
NT = 64 over the fixed number of RF chains case.

(in µs) between OMP and GP w.r.t. the number of RF chains
at the TX for a 64 × 16 mmWave MIMO system with SNR
= 10 dB. As the time difference between both the algorithmic
solutions is considerable with the increase in the number of RF
chains, the obtained values indicate that GP consumes much
less time than OMP leading to a lower complexity system.
F. Performance Evaluation
Fig. 6 shows the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency
performance of the proposed solution, the BF solution, the
full digital solution and the analog beamforming solution w.r.t.
SNR for a 64 × 16 mmWave MIMO system. It can be clearly
observed from Fig. 6.(a) that the proposed solution is as energy
efficient as the BF solution, and better than the fully digital
and analog beamforming solutions. For example, at 10 dB, the
proposed solution has merely a energy efficiency difference of
≈ 0.01 bits/Hz/J with the BF, but shows ≈ 0.35 bits/Hz/J
and ≈ 0.25 bits/Hz/J better energy efficiency than the fully
digital and analog beamforming solutions, respectively. Also,
for example, in Fig. 6.(b) the proposed design at 10 dB shows
a ≈ 10 bits/s/Hz less spectral efficiency than the fully digital
solution, ≈ 10 bits/s/Hz better than analog beamforming and
approximately the same performance as the BF method.
Fig. 7.(a) shows the energy efficiency comparison among
the solutions with partially-connected structures where each
RF chain is connected to NT /Lopt
antennas through phase
T
shifters. We can observe similar energy efficiency performance
characteristics as in Fig. 6.(a); for example, the proposed
solution has approximately the same energy efficiency performance as the BF method, ≈ 0.4 bits/Hz/J and ≈ 0.32
bits/Hz/J better than the fully digital and analog beamforming
solutions, respectively, at SNR = 15 dB. Fig. 7.(b) shows the
energy efficiency performance comparison w.r.t. the number
of TX antennas, NT , for a fully-connected structure. We
can observe that the performance starts decreasing with the
increase in the number of antenna elements. For example,

TABLE IV: Energy efficiency and computational complexity
comparisons between the proposed DM and the FS approach.

at NT = 64, the energy efficiency for the proposed DM is
close to that of the BF solution which is ≈ 0.35 bits/Hz/J and
≈ 0.25 bits/Hz/J better than the fully digital beamforming and
analog beamforming solutions, respectively. At NT = 256, the
energy efficiency performance for the proposed DM solution is
decreased to ≈ 0.56 bits/Hz/J and close to the BF solution, and
≈ 0.5 bits/Hz/J and ≈ 0.2 bits/Hz/J better than the fully digital
beamforming and analog beamforming solutions, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the energy efficiency gain of the DM
based framework when used with codebook-based GP and
OMP techniques, and when incorporated with codebook-free
ADMM [16] and SVD [12] techniques, over the case of a
fixed number of RF chains, in this case, 8. The codebook-free
technique such as ADMM performs better than the codebookbased techniques such as GP and OMP, while SVD shows
a similar performance. The energy efficiency performance of
GP and OMP techniques are same. Table IV.(a) shows energy
efficiency performance comparison between the proposed DM
approach (Algorithm 3), i.e., EEDM , and the FS approach
(Algorithm 4), i.e., EEFS , where we can observe that the
difference between their energy efficiency is considerably low.
It states that FS approach shows very similar performance to
the proposed method. From implementation perspective, Table
IV.(b) clearly suggests that the complexity for FS approach
increases significantly as the search is made for all possible
number of RF chains LT .
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an energy efficient A/D hybrid beamforming framework with a novel architecture for a mmWave
MIMO system, where we optimize the active number of RF
chains through fractional programming. The proposed DM
based framework reduces the complexity significantly and
achieves almost the same energy efficiency performance as the
state of the art BF approach. Both approaches achieve higher
energy efficiency performance when compared with the fully
digital beamforming and the analog beamforming solutions.
In particular, the proposed solution only needs to compute
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the precoder and combiner matrices once, after the number
of active RF chains are decided through the Dinkelbach
optimization solution. The modified version of the proposed
solution, i.e., FS approach, shows very similar performance to
the proposed DM but the complexity increases significantly.
The codebook-free designs such as ADMM and SVD based
solutions, when incorporated with the proposed framework
also achieve better energy efficiency performance over the
fixed number of RF chains case. It is also shown that GP incorporated with the proposed DM is a faster and less complex
approximation solution to compute the precoder and combiner
matrices than OMP. For this paper, we focus on maximizing the
energy efficiency but extending these techniques to consider
both estimated channels and frequency selective channels can
be considered for future work.
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